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the way we see it

The Latest Regulatory Views on Smart
Grid and Renewable Energy
Background
To capture the latest regulatory
perspectives on Smart Grid and
Renewable Energy issues, Capgemini,
in coordination with the National
Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners (NARUC) and the
Canadian Association of Members of
Public Utility Tribunals (CAMPUT),
surveyed executives from 45 NARUC
commissions and two CAMPUT
commissions between September and
November 2008. Key findings are
summarized below. Full survey
responses and tabulations can be found
at www.us.capgemini.com/smartgrid
_regulatory. Where applicable, the
results of this survey have been
compared with findings from the June
2008, NARUC Membership Energy
Survey and those comparisons are
included in the analysis below.

Survey Development
and Purpose
The Smart Grid and Renewable Energy
Survey was developed with input from
Mark Sidran, Chairman, Washington
Utilities and Transportation
Commission; Lauren Azar,
Commissioner, Public Service
Commission of Wisconsin; Dian M.
Grueneich, Commissioner, California
Public Utilities Commission; Ron Binz,
Chairman, Colorado Public Utilities
Commission; Anne C. George,
Commissioner, Connecticut
Department of Public Utility Control;
Charles Gray, NARUC Executive
Director; and numerous utility
executives. The questions in this
second survey expand on findings
from the June 2008 Survey to develop
a better understanding of the
regulatory perspective on Automated
Metering Infrastructure (AMI), Smart
Grid and Renewable Energy.

Analysis Methodology
and Structure
Like any survey where the responses do
not fit into neat yes and no categories,
the analysis reflects some degree of
subjective interpretation. The responses
were the first step in a process that
included follow-up conversations,
written requests for clarification
and comparisons to other public
information from legislation,
regulations and other relevant
documentation. Every effort has been
made to reference these additional
inputs and resources where practical.
To assist the reader in referring between
this analysis and the survey responses,
the question numbers are included in
the text, where applicable, in the
following format (Q1-Q20).

Smart Grid and Renewable Energy Survey

Responded

Did Not Respond

Also includes responses from Ontario and British Columbia
Nebraska Commission identified other, more appropriate NE Agencies, which will be included in future surveys
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Survey Findings
The survey began with a look at
Automated Metering Initiatives (AMI)
as a precursor to Smart Grid. AMI is a
meter-centric program. Smart Grid can
include AMI but also includes functions
beyond the meter on both the supplyside and the demand-side. This broader
vision of the Smart Grid has gained
acceptance within the utility industry
and has begun to gain support within
the legislative and regulatory
communities. It can even be found in
some recent best selling books, such as
Hot, Flat and Crowded, by Thomas
Friedman. In his book, Friedman refers
to Smart Grid as part of a system-wide
combination of communications,
control and information, which he
refers to as the “Energy Internet.”1 He
considers the Smart Grid and clean
electrons to be fundamental
components of this new energy system.
For purposes of this survey and
analysis, the following Statement of
Policy from the United States Energy
Independence and Security Act of 2007
includes the most comprehensive set of
Smart Grid functions, capabilities and
objectives and offers a useful reference
for those interested in understanding
the broad scope and generally accepted
vision of a Smart Grid:2
It is the policy of the United States to
support the modernization of the Nation’s
electricity transmission and distribution
system to maintain a reliable and secure
electricity infrastructure that can meet
future demand growth and to achieve each
of the following, which together
characterize a Smart Grid:
■ Increased use of digital information
and controls technology to improve
reliability, security, and efficiency of
the electric grid.
■ Dynamic optimization of grid operations
and resources, with full cyber-security.
■ Deployment and integration of
distributed resources and generation,
including renewable resources.
1

2

2

Development and incorporation of
demand response, demand-side resources,
and energy-efficiency resources.
■ Deployment of ‘‘smart’’ technologies
(real-time, automated, interactive
technologies that optimize the physical
operation of appliances and consumer
devices) for metering, communications
concerning grid operations and status,
and distribution automation.
■ Integration of ‘‘smart’’ appliances and
consumer devices.
■ Deployment and integration of advanced
electricity storage and peak-shaving
technologies, including plug-in electric
and hybrid electric vehicles, and
thermal-storage air conditioning.
■ Provision to consumers of timely
information and control options.
■ Development of standards for
communication and interoperability of
appliances and equipment connected to
the electric grid, including the
infrastructure serving the grid.
■ Identification and lowering of
unreasonable or unnecessary barriers
■

AMI Acceptance—Tipping Point
Interest in AMI continues to gain
momentum among regulators, the
survey confirmed (Q1). Though only
38 percent of respondents reported
actual regulations that require an AMI
deployment (pilot or mass), an
additional 7 percent reported that they
are allowing deployments without
regulations, while 22 percent report
additional analysis is required. This
combined 67 percent interest is
consistent with findings in the June
2008 Survey (Q1) in which 40 percent
viewed AMI as fundamental to their
energy future, while an additional 26
percent were reviewing the issue. While
deployments lag behind, there does
appear to be regulatory momentum for
AMI in the US, while in Canada both
the Ontario Energy Board (OEB) and
the British Columbia Utility
Commission (BCUC) report legislative

Hot, Flat and Crowded, by Thomas Friedman; Energy Internet, 217-19, 224, 229-31, 236, 239-40, 243, 246, 269, 283, 285, 290, 293.
Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 SEC. 1301. STATEMENT OF POLICY ON MODERNIZATION OF ELECTRICITY GRID.
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mandates for mass deployments of
AMI. Ontario (Hydro One) has
deployed over 500,000 meters to date,
and British Columbia (BC Hydro) is
planning to begin deployment in 2009.
AMI Valuation—
Eye of the Beholder
Although interest in AMI capability is
clearly growing among commissioners,
most have yet to form clear opinions
about its value. When asked if an
investment in AMI is justified (Q3),
seven out of ten (71 percent)
commissioners said they are either
studying the issue or awaiting a filing
to facilitate a formal review. Seventeen
percent said AMI investment is
justified, and 11 percent said it is not.
It is clear that the financial justification
for AMI is a work in progress. In the
US, survey responses indicate AMI
must be justified on a case-by-case
basis, even where regulations provide
a general guideline for deployment.
While they appreciate that AMI can
deliver cost benefits through labor
savings and theft reductions, most
successful filings to date have also
relied on enhancements to existing
or creation of new demand-side
response programs as a key factor in
developing a net-positive business case
for an AMI deployment.
In Canada, regulators in both Ontario
and British Columbia are not required
to assure a net-positive business case,
but are instead required to assure
that the cost of an AMI deployment is
prudent. This is a seemingly subtle,
though extremely important, difference.
In the US, where there are no legislative
mandates for Smart Grid deployments
and virtually no mandates for AMI
deployments, the utility's case to
deploy has typically required a netpositive business case to obtain
regulatory approval.
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When The Price of Energy
is not Real (Time)
Energy pricing is a key consideration of
regulators considering AMI, the survey
found. In fact, much of what drives
AMI functionality is tied to energy
pricing. This is a step beyond the value
created by traditional remote or driveby AMR systems that were developed to
reduce the labor costs associated with
manual reads and to improve the
accuracy of meter reading through
automation. AMI functionality, as
opposed to AMR, is more about the
frequency of reads and the frequency
and timeliness with which this
information is made available. But it
may also include communications in
real-time for monitoring and control of
AMI assets and in near real-time for
movement of load data for billing and
decision support. Where this data is
made available to the residential or
small commercial and industrial
customers, the capability allows the
price of energy to be understood at the
actual demand-side to a degree
historically reserved for only the largest
commercial and industrial customers.
Interestingly, while the communications
infrastructure that supports an AMI
deployment may be capable of
supporting real-time pricing for all
customers, most regulators are not
ready to expose all classes of customers
to the real-time, dynamic costs of
energy, at least not without options that
allow them to avoid the higher cost.
A full 52 percent of respondents (Q2)
do not support real-time pricing for all
customer classes. Only 9 percent
support real-time pricing for all, while
3
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9 percent support Time of Use (TOU)
pricing and 28 percent are studying the
issue. A similar question in the first
survey (Q2) framed the pricing issue
as dynamic, but not real-time, and the
favorable rating was much higher, with
56 percent supportive and 20 percent
opposed. Flexible pricing options
without real-time would enable TOU
and Peak Time Pricing (PTP), pricing
that enables customers to plan and
adapt in advance, but does not result
in rates that fluctuate at the time of
consumption to reflect the true cost
of energy.3 While some commissioners
appear willing to support real-time
pricing, most do not. Pricing based
on true costs, however, does generate
more regulatory support as long as
the program is designed to incent
load shifting or conservation without
exposing the customer to real-time
sticker shock.
The BCUC believes real-time pricing
may be an outcome of the recently
enacted smart/advance metering
legislative initiative; while the OEB
reports that the government is moving
away from a “Regulated Price Plan” for
most large customers, and there may
be similar plans which align real-time
costs and rates for residential customers
in the future.
Learning to be Smart
As with the additional functionality
linked to AMI versus AMR, the idea
of a Smart Grid can be considered to
include capabilities beyond AMI. A true
Smart Grid would result in a digitized
grid—a grid with sensors for both realtime measurement and control, even a
grid that can automatically adapt to

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-based_pricing
Time-Of-Use Pricing (TOU pricing), whereby electricity prices are set for a specific time period on an advance or forward basis,
typically not changing more often than twice a year. Prices paid for energy consumed during these periods are pre-established and
known to consumers in advance, allowing them to vary their usage in response to such prices and manage their energy costs by shifting
usage to a lower cost period or reducing their consumption overall.
Critical Peak Pricing whereby time-of-use prices are in effect except for certain peak days, when prices may reflect the costs of
generating and/or purchasing electricity at the wholesale level.
Real-Time Pricing (also: dynamic pricing) whereby electricity prices may change as often as hourly (exceptionally more often). Price
signal is provided to the user on an advanced or forward basis, reflecting the utility’s cost of generating and/or purchasing electricity at
the wholesale level.
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load shifts and outages. As defined
by EISA 2007, the Smart Grid
functionality extends inside the home
to energy management on the demandside of the meter. While AMI has
developed an increased level of
regulatory understanding and support,
Smart Grid is still in the “early adopter
stage” from a regulatory perspective.
When asked if they support Smart Grid
beyond AMI (Q5), 62 percent said no
for Home Area Network (HAN), 64
percent said no for a Digitized Grid, 62
percent said no for Grid Automation,
and 60 percent said no to Grid SelfHealing. Support for each of these
capabilities is between 11 percent and
13 percent, with those commissioners
studying or open to the possibility of
these functionalities in the 20-percent
to 28-percent range.
These somewhat low numbers were not
unexpected. Smart Grid is a fairly new
idea, a natural derivative of AMI, which
is itself a derivative of AMR. While
AMR has been around for at least 20

years, the limited objective and high
cost of AMR made it difficult for
most utilities to justify the high cost
of deployment. Advances in
communications technology over
the last three years to five years have
made AMI a more function-rich and
financially justifiable option. Even so,
AMI is still being developed and has
only a limited degree of actual
deployments in the US and Canada.
Smart Grid appears poised to overrun
AMI, just as AMI overwhelmed AMR
by creating a broader list of functional
options resulting in greater stakeholder
interest and an improved financial
case for deployment.
In Canada, the BCUC indicates that the
HAN will likely be part of the
smart/advanced metering initiative as
will some level of Grid Digitization, but
they are not considering Grid
Automation and Self-Healing. The OEB
is participating in an education
initiative by the Ontario Electricity
System Operator to learn more about
emerging grid-related technologies.
Smart Valuation—Wait and See
While AMI does enjoy a significant
level of regulatory understanding and a
modest level of value recognition, the
same cannot be said for Smart Grid.
Eighty-four percent of respondents
(Q3b) are either studying the issue or
awaiting a formal filing within which to
study the issue of Smart Grid Valuation.
Only five commissions (Alabama,
California, Connecticut, Georgia and
Oklahoma) responded favorably and
only two (Nevada and Utah) responded
negatively. When the question of Smart
Grid (beyond AMI) as a valuable tool
for fostering distributed generation or
4
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net metering was asked (Q4), those
responding positively more than
doubled (from five to 11) and
negatively tripled (from two to six),
while 27 commissions (60 percent)
were studying or awaiting a formal
case-by-case review.
It may be that some regulators
consider a Smart Grid to be focused
on the grid and not the customer, and
are therefore less certain of the actual
direct value to customers. If so, the
Smart Grid could simply be a concept
that requires more regulatory exposure
to be properly understood and valued.
To that end, the upcoming report by
the US Department of Energy’s
Electricity Advisory Committee on the
steps needed to transform the grid
includes recommendations to advance
that understanding.4
The BCUC is not sure that the value
justifies the cost, but because the
Smart Grid deployment has been
mandated by the legislature, the
question has no relevance. The OEB
did not indicate an opinion on this
issue. Its response suggested that it
supports anything that is in the best
interest of the customer, but noted
no “preconceptions” either way with
regards to the Smart Grid. Beyond
AMI, both Canadian responses suggest
a wait-and-see approach to Smart.
Smart Value Similarities—
A Minority View
Among the US commissions where
Smart Grid does have clear support,
commissioners assigned some
combination of values that are tied to
both demonstrated and potential
enhancements (Q16). This suggests

http://www.oe.energy.gov/1158.htm (draft)
Negawatt power is a term coined and introduced by Amory Lovins in a 1989 speech. This technique works by utilizing consumption
efficiency to increase available market supply rather than by increasing plant generation capacity. This "virtual generation" method can
supply growth of supply by increasing efficiencies rather than increasing generation. Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negawatt_power
Automation Insight, April 2008
http://www.kema.com/consulting_services/cross_sector/INC/Automation_Insight/April_2008/Societal_Benefits_of_Smart_Grid.asp#0
http://www.naruc.org/ferc/default.cfm?c=3
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that commissioners believe the full
value of Smart Grid will take time to
materialize. This same group
considered cost-effectiveness as being
between alternatives (smart vs. dumb)
and also against overall revenue
requirements for the utility. For those
who responded in detail about the
value of Smart Grid, all cited improved
reliability and some variation of
support for system performance:
reduced line loss; reduced outages and
outage durations; enhanced power
quality; support for distributed
generation; and enhanced system
decision support. The Negawatt5 was
also part of the respondents’ valuation
process, and avoided cost and carbon
reductions were cited. Conservation or
the negawatt received strong support in
the June 2008 Survey (Q4) with 62
percent of commissioners supporting
direct financial incentives for
conservation. The BCUC included a
commitment in its 2007 Energy Plan to
obtain 50 percent of BC Hydro’s
incremental resource needs via
conservation. For purposes of the
Smart Grid, this question in this second
survey probably separates those who
have actually reviewed a smart business
case from those who have not. The bad
news is that it’s a small number of
commissions; the good news is that
they all seem to land generally on the
same key areas of value mentioned
above. These findings suggest a core
group of benefits are being accepted as
Smart Grid justifications.
Societal Benefits—The Gray Area
When it comes to assigning a value for
future or societal Smart Grid benefits
(Q6), only two commissions
(Washington and Vermont) take that
approach, while five commissions (13
percent) do not assign a value, 20
percent are studying the issue, and 63
A Survey of NARUC and CAMPUT

percent said the question does not
apply to them, at least not yet. The
BCUC considers but does not quantify
benefits, and the OEB is not required to
do either. Societal benefits flow beyond
owners and customers to society in
general. They may be regional. For
example, a region could reduce carbon
by integrating distributed green
generation or enabling electric cars by
creating a Smart Grid. The value of the
carbon reduction might result in a
reduction or removal of fines imposed
by the EPA or improvements in health
of residents. These societal benefits are
often difficult to quantify, but are
generally acknowledged to have some
value. General guidelines (legislative,
regulatory or industry) for assigning
value to these benefits might be as
useful for advancing the Smart Grid as
interoperability is for promoting wider
technical acceptance. As KEMA
suggested in an April 2008 Automation
article: “The lack of a market that
rewards such benefits to those who
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produce—typically utilities that invest
in Smart Grid initiatives and the
consumers, who consume the
electricity from these deployments—
may inhibit deployments that are
socially beneficial to all.”6
Smart Collaboration—
Collective Smartness
While the commissioners have yet to
form a consensus on how to best value
Smart Grid beyond AMI, preferring
instead to await specific filings, the
formation of a NARUC-FERC Smart
Grid Collaborative7 earlier this year,
could eventually lead to consistent
functional and valuation metrics for
Smart Grid. While it is probably too
early for the commissioners to know
how effective the Collaborative will be,
47 percent support the approach
(Q14), while an additional 31 percent
felt more time is needed before they
can judge. With 18 state commissions
now participating on the collaborative,

NARUC-FERC Smart Collective State Members
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their work will certainly lead to a better
understanding of the Smart Grid,
ongoing pilots and overall value, as was
recently suggested by NARUC President
Frederick Butler.8 This will likely lead
to recommendations to Congress on
energy-related policy that could create a
more universally accepted set of Smart
Grid guidelines. This type of
coordination can lead to a consistent
set of guidelines within which
regulators can provide consistent
guidance to utilities within their
purview, while maintaining a situation
and territory-specific independence.
Collaboration was also a consideration
for more utility-to-utility coordination
and more cross-jurisdictional
coordination between commissions,
where Smart Grid considerations
involved multiple utilities in a state
or a single utility that crosses regulatory
boundaries (Q17). Sixty-four percent of
respondents support this collaboration,
and 35 percent are open to the idea on
a case-by-case basis. A somewhat
related question in the June 2008
Survey, (Q10) addressed the issue of
greater coordination between NARUC
members on key issues facing a state.
In that survey, 86 percent of
respondents were supportive of
greater coordination. These findings
appear to indicate a desire for
knowledge sharing and consensus, at
least on the broad guidelines, that can
frame local regulatory policy.
Smarter Incentives—
Motivating the Enablers
Two questions were asked that related
to enhanced recovery for utilities
willing to aggressively pursue certain
capital-intensive projects. Both
questions addressed the same group
of possible projects (cleaner base load,
renewables, transmission to enable
renewables, demand-side efficiency,
and load-side efficiency), with one
(Q18) addressing a higher rate of
return and the other (Q19) a rapid
recovery process—specifically, Cost
of Work In Progress (CWIP).9
8
9

10
11
12
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As would be expected, most
commissioners preferred to hold their
regulatory cards close to their vests on
sensitive rate issues, but they did
suggest a degree of openness to the
approach with few rejecting it outright.
However, like so many issues related to
the creation of a smarter grid, the
answer will be rate-case specific. The
highest degree of commission support
for increased return was tied to
demand-side efficiency, while support
for a CWIP recovery mechanism was
tied to renewable enablement.
From a market enablement perspective,
incentives and recovery appear to be
the most important questions in a
scenario where the vast majority of
legislators and regulators are not
mandating the implementation of a
Smart Grid. Without a clear mandate,
the utilities themselves must propose to
implement a Smart Grid and in the
process they must also find appropriate
incentives to justify such a move in lieu
of laws and regulations that remove the
risk. Ironically, the utilities may stand
to lose the most through the
implementation of a Smart Grid
without fundamental regulatory
changes. Again, it is useful to refer to
Thomas Friedman as he addresses this
issue in what he calls the need for
“decoupling plus.”10 His view is to not
only remove (decouple) the revenue
disincentive for a utility to sell less
energy, but to actually pay them more
(plus) to sell less energy. This approach,
probably best exemplified by the Duke
Energy Save-A-Watt program, envisions
a utility that can recognize a higher rate
of return by investing in technology
and programs that reduce demand for
energy, thus creating a strong
shareholder incentive for a utility to
encourage and enable a reduction in
consumption as appropriate and carbon
at every point.
Several states have programmatically
addressed the issue of utility incentives
for efficiency and conservation, but
none have fostered wholesale and
fundamental changes to the standard

http://www.smartgridnews.com/artman/publish/grid_automation/NARUC_Chairman_Charts_Smart_Grid_Path.html
Recovery mechanism that allows utilities to recoup construction costs during the construction phase as opposed to after the project is
used and useful.
Hot, Flat and Crowded, by Thomas Friedman; Decoupling Plus, 286-87
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/electric/Energy+Efficiency/EE+General+Info/eesp.htm
www.dsireusa.org/documents/SummaryMaps/RPS_Map.ppt
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business and service delivery practices
of utilities. The California Energy
Commission has put forward an
extremely aggressive energy efficiency
plan with a heavy reliance on utility
participation, even utility leadership.11
The plan appears to envision a utility
that serves a semi-governmental role,
leading the effort to achieve a zero-net
energy future. Beyond a recognition
that the utility business model would
need to change to accomplish the plan
objectives, no alternative models were
offered. The carrot-and-stick approach
found in traditional, but limited, energy
efficiency programs, will work to a
point, but changing a utility into a
company staffed with distributed
generation and energy efficiency
advisors will ultimately require a
new business model.
Today, there are no national or
industry-wide approaches to providing
incentives for developing Smart Grid.
There appears to be significant
regulatory support for decoupling, as
was demonstrated in response to the
June 2008 Survey (Q3) in which 46
percent have either implemented or
support the approach, and another 19
percent are considering the issue. This
decoupling, however, is not the same as
Friedman’s “decoupling plus.” There is
no Plus, no opportunity to make more
by selling less in this approach.
Removing the disincentive is not the
same as creating an incentive, and the
results will surely be a slow pace of
Smart Grid deployments, even where a
carbon tax increases the cost of energy.
Renewable Energy—
Plentiful and Pricey
The availability of renewable resources
(Q9), found that 34 states (75 percent)
have access to adequate supplies of
renewable resources, 18 of these from
within their own borders, 15 states
from both internal and external
supplies and one state from outside
their borders only. Many commissioners
were quick to add that the resources
came with a much higher cost than
current fuels. While 25 states (55
percent) of respondents reported
Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS)
(Q7) (total RPS States are now 28, plus
A Survey of NARUC and CAMPUT

5 with renewable energy goals12), 18
states (40 percent) include distributed
generation as part of their RPS (Q11)
and 19 states (42 percent) assign an
equal value between the negawatt and
renewables (Q12). These findings
indicate a high degree of renewable
resource availability, but at a higher
cost to ratepayers. The responses also
suggest regulators are ready, even eager,
to favor low carbon alternatives such as
energy efficiency and conservation,
especially when these reduce overall
load, but they consider these negawatt
options as a means of reducing carbon
without raising rates by offsetting the
higher costs of clean with a reduction
in customer usage.
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support is noted with 53 percent of
commissioners supportive and an
additional 42 percent willing to
consider the issue on a case-by-case
basis. When asked if conservation or
the negawatt should be valued equally
with renewable energy (Q12), 42
percent agreed and only 9 percent
disagreed. The remaining 49 percent
had either not considered the issue or
not yet assigned a priority. When asked
if the commission had actually assigned
a value to the negawatt as a percent of
their RPS (Q20), only 27 percent said
they had. When asked if regulatory
policies were in place to encourage the
development of renewable energy
(Q10), 67 percent responded positively.

States with Renewable Portfolio Standards

State With RPS

State With Renewable Energy Goal

In Canada, the BCUC suggested
adequate renewable resources in the
Province and a $25 million government
fund to assist the development of
clean energy. The OEB does not have
oversight of this issue, but did report
the Ontario government’s initiative to
increase renewable capacity from
current levels of 8200MW to
15,700MW by 2025.
When Smart Meets Green—
Reciprocity
When rate increases to support
deployment of a Smart Grid are tied
directly to the issue of enabling
renewable integration and improved
efficiency (Q13), a marked increase in

State Without RPS or RE Goal

With over half of the commissions
operating under legislative and/or
regulatory mandated renewable
portfolio standards, grid technology
that can improve the integration of
renewables clearly has an added appeal,
provided the state/province has an RPS
or other carbon-reduction plan and
the utility clearly demonstrates the
connection. This type of crosspollination, where Smart Grid facilitates
the achievement of existing legislative
and regulatory objectives, provides
additional inducement for regulatory
approval and a broader context for
valuation. This additional value may be
enough to develop a positive business
case, especially where the cost of
7

achieving the original objective is
clearly understood. In addition, the
renewable enablement may entice
support from advocates who might
otherwise oppose the higher costs of
building a smarter grid. At a minimum,
regulatory support, as demonstrated
by this survey, is more likely when the
potential of a smarter grid becomes
less nebulous and the tangible benefits
enjoy industry-wide acceptance. A
recent report by the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI), entitled
“The Green Grid,”13 presents a strong
case for connecting Smart and Green.
The report explains what smart enables,
how carbon is thereby reduced and
assigns a value to these reductions.
This report is another indication that
the utility industry is becoming smarter
about the potential of a Smart Grid.

While the regulators and the utility industry were
thinking about AMI, the goalpost was again moved
with the arrival of the Smart Grid. This grid view
creates a whole new set of possibilities, offering
the ultimate advancements in energy delivery and
control, while further complicating an already
complex regulatory picture.

13

8

Summary
Smart Grid will define a new era in
the energy utility industry. The path
from AMR to smart is strewn with
contradictions and competing interests.
What started as a search for operational
benefits tied to AMR, became a broad
meter-focused automation process
known as AMI. The survey found a
substantial body of regulatory interest
in AMI, but a fairly large valuation
gap between commissions. While the
regulators and the utility industry were
thinking about AMI, the goalpost was
again moved with the arrival of the
Smart Grid. This grid view creates a
whole new set of possibilities, offering
the ultimate advancements in energy
delivery and control, while further
complicating an already complex
regulatory picture.
Smart Grid means many things to many
people. If fully implemented, it will
create fundamental and far-reaching
changes to the electric grid and our
relationship with the energy we
generate and consume. To be fair, that
relationship is already in transition.
What was once an industry directed by
regulation to deliver reliable, cheap and
ubiquitous energy, is quickly becoming
an industry that is expected, if not yet
directed, to deliver all the above in a
more efficient manner using clean (low
carbon) fuels. Utilities are guided by
regulations. Regulators are guided by
legislation. Both are being asked to do
something fundamentally at odds with
their current mandates and the market.
They are being asked to enable
significant levels of clean energy
to flow efficiently and reliably to all.

The Green Grid: Energy Savings and Carbon Emissions Reductions Enabled by a Smart Grid. EPRI, Palo Alto, CA 2008. 1016905
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To accomplish this today, regulators
must allow costs to increase, perhaps
dramatically, and utilities must help
customers use less of what they sell,
perhaps much less. Both groups are
in need of a new set of legislative
guidelines or market mechanisms that
allow their old guidelines to achieve
the new objectives.
It is within this dynamic market that
Smart Grid and Renewable Energy is
being addressed by regulators and
utilities. The survey found that only a
handful of commissioners were able or
willing to specify functional areas of a
Smart Grid where they could assign
value. There appears to be a large gap
between the understanding and
acceptance of AMI as a valuable tool
that simply requires the assemblage of a
net positive business-case; and the
Smart Grid, which enables functions
and provides operational opportunities
previously reserved for large,
sophisticated customers or never before
available to anyone. Access to
renewable resources appears to be less
about availability and more about the
cost. With 73 percent of respondents
suggesting they have access to an
adequate supply of renewable resources
in their own or an adjacent state, the
issue boils down to a question of
costs—cost of the energy and the cost
to move and store the energy from
where it is generated to where it is
needed. The Smart Grid enables a
utility to incorporate renewables and
accurately reflect the true cost of energy
at the point and time of consumption,
at a time when exposing customers to
this true cost is becoming widely
accepted as a way to influence
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conservation and efficiency. However,
flipping the regulatory switch and
allowing customers to pay the true,
real-time, constantly fluctuating cost of
energy is not a widely accepted option.
While Ontario and British Columbia
now have energy plans that facilitate
the development of a smarter, cleaner
energy system, the US has only a
handful of state energy plans and no
single federal policy to foster the
development of enabling regulations.
The Energy Independence and Security
Act of 2007 may have created enough
structure around the idea of Smart Grid
to help it move forward in an organized
process, but as most of the industry
recognizes, understanding alone will
not lead to the deployment of a Smart
Grid. The DOE Grid Reports and
Recommendations that flow from this
legislation should create a high degree
of focus and have already nurtured a
more organized regulatory discussion.
The NARUC-FERC Smart Grid
Collaborative is enabling regulators to
develop a much deeper understanding
and may result in a broad regulatory
perspective of the need and the value
of a Smart Grid. This is the cautious,
careful, low risk approach traditionally
expected when it comes to critical
infrastructure changes. State RPS
programs are slowly creating a broad
structure in which demand for cleaner
and smarter energy can take root and
grow, but until something levels the
playing field with carbon-based fuels,
the inclusion of renewables will remain
a cost many regulators cannot justify.

the way we see it

most cases, this process is a
complicated effort to view a cleaner,
more efficient grid through a prism of
existing laws, regulations and market
dynamics that were designed to
promote the rapid expansion of a leastcost, highly dependable grid using
carbon-based fuels. Interestingly, the
speed with which both renewables and
the smarter grid take hold may be the
result of a growing political belief that a
rapid move to clean energy is necessary
and the only way to make the move
quickly is with an equally rapid
enablement of a Smart Grid. This
combined momentum could unleash
very powerful forces that together
might prove greater than the sum of
their individual parts. While a political
push to move the industry could take
any number of forms, the fundamental
guidelines that have resulted in the
energy industry we now wish to
remake must be themselves remade or
the market drivers must be adjusted so
that the old guidelines achieve the new
objectives, if the industry is expected to
quickly, intelligently and
enthusiastically engage in an effective
and sustainable transition to a cleaner,
more efficient, smarter energy future.

These survey results suggest that utility
regulators are in the very early stages of
an education and valuation process. In
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